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Twitter gets cash injection of $200 million - jamesjyu ====== arnorhs The
thing I love about twitter is how people can just start using it and become
instantly famous (and get tons of money from it as well :)) If you can't see
my point, ask yourself how many times you have "heard" about something
that happened only because someone tweeted about it, when it actually

happened. ~~~ jamesjyu I think the real-life effectiveness of Twitter may be
similar to the fictional one. It can do the same thing -- spur conversations,

inspire ideas, reinforce values. I personally find Twitter as useful, if not more,
than a forum. The problem is: Twitter can be potentially useful for good. It is
hard to tell which tweets are useful to us. ------ _delirium This is just the usual

magnifying glasses comparison of a perceived small thing, which has
attracted just about as much money as it's going to attract short of actually
selling out for a billion dollars. If $200 million is "just enough for a medium-

sized venture", does it actually follow that Twitter is a medium-sized
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venture? It may be fairly successful, but as a company it's certainly far from
"taking over the world". ------ kristap I like the quote from the CEO in the
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